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          Product: Demo

Product Version: Latest 9.2.0

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

can we extract  only modified XFDF from any PDFTron callback ?

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Hi

I am loading xfdf form data & annotation data into PDF document. I want to extract the only modified xfdf data when i do any modification ( For example: I have added one string value in input type filed & checked one checkbox ).

I would like to know, is PDFTron providing any method to retain only changed xfdf from the xfdf form data of whole pdf. Please help me with your suggestion.

Thanks

Manoj

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    onAnnotationAdded() callback is not triggering for PEN annotation
                    


                    Image Annotation
                    

                    Access PDFTron menu share and print function
                    

                    Not able to recognize whether Field.e_multiselect is required or not
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	PDF Form Fill Library in Android
	Code samples to redact PDFs in Android
	APIs for securing PDFs in Android
	Add license keys - Manually initialize by adding a license key directly in your code

APIs:	DisallowedChange.Type - values
	MenuEditorEvent.Type - values
	TabSwitcherEvent.Type - values

Forums:	Not matching with expected PDF after importing XFDF into PDF file
	How to open Image files using pdftron?
	PDFViewCtrl caching customization
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          Thank you for contacting us about this. Just to get a better understanding of your issue, what platform are you looking to run our SDK on (WebViewer, PDFNet Android, iOS, Windows, etc)?
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          Hi ,

We are looking for PDFTron Android & iOS SDK.
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          iOS and Android have specific callbacks that fire when annotations are modified, added, and deleted. You can extract an XFDF of these changes to fit your workflow.

For iOS, see the guide here. For Android, the guide can be found here.
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